3 ) = a 1 Thus, the arcs of H 1 i+ are obtained from those of H i by replacing (a 1 , H i (a 1 )) by (a 1 , H i (a 2 )), If our graph is random and n to inf, although we must sometimes backtrack when we're applying an algorithm to a directed graph, probabilistically, the total number of edges lying in G m increases in the sequence H 0 , H 1 , H 2 , ... , H i , ... . In this paper, we give algorithms for obtaining a hamilton circuit covering a number of cases. In particular, using Theorems ABKS, Frieze-ABKS and A Blocking Theorem, our paper answers two conjectures of Frieze in the affirmative: (1) D 2 ,2 in out − − almost always contains a hamilton circuit as n to inf.
(2) R 3 3 3
3 , the regular 3-out graph on n vertices almost always contains a hamilton circuit as n to inf. Furthermore, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary graph to have a hamilton circuit. We then prove in Theorem H that if an arbitrary random graph of degree n contains a hamilton circuit, Algorithm G can almost always obtain a hamilton circuit in O(n 4.5 (logn) 4 ) running time with probability greater than 
arc, (j, H(k)). It is easily shown by constructing hσ that S = {(1, H(j)), (j, H(k))} defines an H-admissible pseudo-3-cycle, σ = (1 j k), if and only if the two arcs intersect in the circle H. The probability, p, that they intersect is Pr(We randomly choose (1, H(j)).) X Pr((j, H(k)) intersects H(j) in H.)
We are assuming that no arc chosen is an arc of the directed hamilton circuit H. Thus, if m = n-2 and j' = j-2, ( (log ) 2 cn n n PROOF. We first define hypergeometric probability. Consider a collection of N = N 1 + N 2 similar objects, N 1 of them belonging to one of two dichotomous classes (say red chips), N 2 of them belonging to the second class (blue chips). A collection of r objects is selected from these N objects at random and without replacement. Given that X ε N, x ≤ r, x ≤ N 1 , r-x ≤ N 2 , find the probability that exactly x of these r objects is chosen. Pr(X = x) is given by the formula Pr(X = x) = 
= at most [nlog(cn(logn)
2 )] x = 2 In r, we assume that c is a real number. Then
[ log( (log ) ] n n n n cn n n n n cn n [ log( (log ) )]
cn n n concluding the proof.
COROLLARY TO THEOREM B. The probability that G contains more than (log(cn(logn)
2 )) 2 vertices of degree 2 approaches 0 as n to inf .
PROOF. Using Hoeffding's Theorem, let p = 2 log( (log ) ) 2 cn n n while a = nlog(cn(logn)
2 ). Then from (ii) of his theorem, the probability, p", that (1 + α)ap vertices are of degree 2 satisfies p" < exp( 2 2 (log(log( (log ) ) 6 cn n − α ) which approaches 0 as n to inf. But for small α > 0, (1 + α)ap < (log(cn(logn) 2 )) 2 , concluding the proof.
Define the degree, v , of a directed graph as
THEOREM C. Let D " m be a directed graph satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem Frieze-ABKS. Then, given a randomly chosen vertex, v, the probability that a unique arc emanates from v is no greater than log n n as n to inf.
PROOF. We again use hypergeometric probability. W.l.o.g., let KD n be the complete directed graph containing all arcs between any two vertices in V. Then let N = the number of arcs in the complete directed graph on n vertices, KD n = n(n -1) N 1 = N -N 1 = (n-1)(n-1) = (n-1) 2 , r = the number of arcs in D " m = at most n(logn + c) x = 1 .
Note. Since we are assuming that the hypotheses of the Frieze-ABKS Theorem are satisfied, if a vertex of D " m has precisely two arcs of KD n incident to it, then it must have precisely one arc terminating in it and one arc entering it. From hypergeometric probability,
Again using the approximation of the hypergeometric distribution to the binomial distribution when N to inf, we obtain Pr(X = 1) implies B(1;N,p) =
log n n COROLLARY TO THEOREM C. The probability that there exist more than 2[(logn) 2 + clogn] arcs of D " m which are the unique arcs emanating from or terminating in a vertex approaches 0 as n to inf.
PROOF. The probability, p, that a randomly chosen vertex, v, of D "
m has a unique arc emanating from it is at most log n n . The number of arcs in D " m is at most a = n(log n + c). The number of vertices is n. Thus, ap is at most (logn) 2 + clogn. From Hoeffding's Theorem (ii),
as n to inf . The same probability is true for the case where a unique arc terminates in v, concluding the proof. 
= (1 2 h(6) 8 h(4) 6 h(2) 4 H(8) ...) Here we are partitioning h into four subpaths joined together to form h". In general, the format for an abbreviation using an h-admissible POTDT, s" = (a c)(b d) , is hs" = (a h(c) ... d h(b) ... c h(a) ... b h(d)
.
t lie in G "
m is at least 1 -p '. From Hoeffding's Theorem, the probability that more than 1 2 (log log log )(log ) 2(log ) 1 n n n c n n n
edges of G " m are incident to a fixed vertex approaches 0 as n to inf . Thus, the probability that more than 4(logn) ' m , we substitute the subpaths defined by the 2-vertices into the respective graph (directed graph) to obtain a hamilton circuit (hamilton cycle) in the original graph (directed graph).
A BLOCKING THEOREM. The following hold:
(i) As n to inf, R 3 contains no blocking subgraph which would make it impossible to randomly go through each vertex in V. 
III. SKETCH OF ALGORITM
In general, if G is an unoriented graph, it is represented as a balanced, binary search tree whose first branches are numbered 1 through n together with respective counters which register the number of edges incident to each vertex. If G is a directed graph, it is represented by a balanced, binary search tree containing 2n primary branches where n is the number of vertices in D " m : the first n branches represent arcs emanating from the respective vertices 1 through n; the second set of n vertices represents terminating in the respective vertices 1 through n. In order to cover all cases, {G " m , D " m , R 3 , D 2,2 } , call all graphs and directed graphs mentioned here, G. We generally use the word edge when discussing both edges and arcs. Since the only edges employed in the algorithm are those incident to a fixed vertex, they are essentially used as arcs. In the algorithm, starting with a randomly chosen initial pseudo-hamilton circuit, H 0 ,we successively construct new ones using H iadmissible permutations, s i (i=0,1,2,3 , (a b c) or (a c)(b d) to an abbreviation, we place its inverse ((a  c b) or (a c)(b d) . This procedure continues throughout the algorithm. From Theorems A, B and E, the probability of an iteration yielding at least two H i -admissible permutations is at least 3 
while if ORD(3) is a pseudo-arc vertex, then [ORD(3), ORD(4)] = [ORD(4), ORD(3)] doesn't belong to the graph. It follows that if ORD(3) is a pseudo-arc vertex of A 1 , then ORD(4) is a pseudo-arc vertex of A

. For very large n, if we use 2nlogn iterations -where each iteration uses up to 2(logn)
2 edges randomly chosen to obtain an admissible permutation -we almost always successfully pass through every vertex in V. If there are fewer than logn edges incident to a vertex, a, we may use each edge in G ' -H i incident to a. If there are two pseudo-arc vertices, a and b, with which we try to construct a pseudo-POTDT, we may use up to logn edges incident to each of them in the constructions. Using 2nlogn iterations, the probability that we will be able to obtain a hamilton path approaches 1 as n to inf. After obtaining a hamilton path, say H 'P, which contains only one pseudo-arc vertex, a hamilton circuit, H 'C, is obtained using another 2nlogn iterations: Since G ' is a random graph, at some point we obtain an H i 
+ . Using H '
h p and the sign in front of a 2-vertex, we can determine the correct orientation of the subpath in the hamilton circuit, HC, of G " m . Alternately, given the 2-vertex, vv ', we can determine the correct orientation by determining which vertex the edge entering vv ' is incident to. By construction, the edge emanating from vv ' is incident to the other vertex. We call the algorithm just described, ALGORITHM G. The problem in applying the algorithm to a directed graph is that we can't use rotations in it. Thus, we actually have to backtrack. If backtracking we always advance the index of H i . (a b c) is H i -admissible, then (a c b) ((a c b) or  (a c)(b d)) in all cases, we should keep this fact in mind. On the other hand, if H i and H 1 i+ have the same number of pseudo-arc vertices, then S 1 i+ always contains at least two arcs. This is why the probability must be greater than . Thus, the probability that a successful iteration passes through each vertex of G ' is at least
Thus, H i (a c b) = H
1 i+ = H 1 i− .
Since (a c)(b d) is its own inverse, if necessary, we place (a c)(b d) in BACKTRACK. We always assume that if
as n to inf. It follows that the probability of obtaining a hamilton path in G ' (and therefore in G) approaches 1 as n to inf. Assume now that H P is a hamilton path in G '. Let i ≤ 2nlogn. Then the probability that an H P i + -admissible 3-cycle has all of its edges in G ' -
. It follows that the probability of obtaining a hamilton circuit in G ' (and thus in G) is
as n to inf, concluding the proof.
V. RUNNING TIME.
The steps that follow are required for running through Algorithm G and Algorithm D. For graphs and directed graphs which have a minimal degree greater than 2, steps 2* and 3* my be omitted.
(1) Constructing G. (1) Constructing G. We first construct a balanced, binary search tree, G TREE , containing 1, 2, . .. , n as distinct branches. then we randomly choose arcs from V X V, placing the terminal point on each arc on the correct branch. It takes at most (logn) We can do the rotation on an abbreviation containing i vertices. It requires no more than O(logi) time to locate the two vertices defining the rotation. We then require no more than O(logi) time to make changes on the abbreviation. We make a rotation at the end of each iteration. Thus, using the computations given in the (6)-(6*)-(7) , it requires at most O(n ' -admissible (i=0,1,2, ... ,N) where N is less than 4nlogn. This product yields H C ' .
Using the result of Theorem F, we can use the theorem in quantum computing by eliminating branches which require backtracking. Theoretically, we could obtain all hamilton circuits of G. Whether such a computer can ever be built is another question. If a, b, c traverse H i in a clockwise manner, then   (i) [a, H i (b)] and [b, H i (c)] in the circle containing the evenly-spaced vertices of H A that (a b c) is an H i -admissible permutation.   (ii) Let c, b, a traverse H i in a counterclockwise manner. It follows that a, b and c   traverse H i in a clockwise manner with (a b) and (c a) arcs of C. Therefore, (a b c) . It follows that the probability of going through each vertex using 6n 3 logn iterations is at least
Given the statement preceding Theorem F, we may assume that H
PROOF.
The probability that each edge obtained from a pseudo-3-cycle lies in G is at least 1 n .
Therefore, the probability that by using another 6n 3 logn, we can obtain a hamilton cycle from a hamilton path is at least
We now obtain the running time of the algorithm. (1 2 3 ... 21 ... 30 ... 39 40 41 ... n) CONJECTURE. Let G be an arbitrary graph which contains a hamilton circuit. Let G ' be its contracted graph. Then, using Algorithm G, we can always obtain a hamilton circuit of G in polynomial time.
Comment. The reasoning here is that the random choice of edges in the rotation at the end of each iteration gives us the means to go successfully through each vertex of V in polynomial time even if we don't obtain an admissible permutation in each iteration. Theorem R and its corollary show that it is possible by using a rotation to convert two edges which don't define an admissible permutation into a pair defining an admissible permutation. Finally, we note that in Theorems H and I, the probability of failure decreases exponentially as the running time increases polynomially.
In general, it is useful to cut down on the number of arc vertices in H 0 . To do this, we first define a cH 0 -admissible permutation. An H 0 -admissible permutation the majority of whose edges lie in K n -G ' is called a cH 0 -admissible permutation.
The restriction on the number of arc vertices allowed in H 0 ' is not that difficult to deal with provided that the number of edges in G ' is considerably smaller than the number in its complement, K n -G ' . We fist note that Theorem G only requires that G ' (and therefore G) contain a hamilton circuit. Thus, we don't have to randomly construct H 0 '. Any good heuristic or the algorithm given in this paper may be used to construct H 0 '. If we wish to obtain cH ' i = H 0 ' with a minimum number of arcs in G ', we could use quantum computing to eliminate edges in G ' from cH 0 ', replacing them with pseudo-arcs of G ' 1, 28, 21, 8, 19, 4, 7, 24, 31, 18, 5, 2, 9, 26, 17, 16, 3 = (21, 8, 19, 4, 7, 24, 31, 18, 5, 2, 9, 26, 17, 16, 3 cH 6 can be used as H 0 . We cannot obtain a pseudo-hamilton circuit with fewer than two pseudo-arcs: There always must be a change from an even number to an odd number and from an odd number to an even number.
VI. A HEURISTIC FOR THE SYMMETRIC TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM.
In this section, we discuss a heuristic for the symmetric traveling salesman problem using Algorithm G. 
